Lancashire Floor Sander Launches New
Website
Floor Sanding Lancashire, May 15, 2019
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1 Stop Floor Care are excited to announce the launch of their much-awaited website dedicated to floor sanding and wood restoration
services for Lancashire.
PR9.NET May 15, 2019 - 1 Stop Floor Care are extremely proud to announce the launch of their new website. This website
concentrates on their provision of floor sanding and wood restoration services for Lancashire. 1 Stop Floor Care and time-served floor
sanding professionals but took the leap to offer a dedicated website purely to their floor sanding services.
The website was designed carefully to offer an innovative, attractive and interactive format. It looks to offer future and existing client?s
information about the Company. Alongside this, it offers details of sanding work completed as well as tips and advice to benefit
clients. Their blog page is set up so that clients can interact, ask questions and learn from the content.
The website offers information about their comprehensive wood floor restoration services. These are offered to both domestic and
commercial clients alike. The images and content available on this new website make it clear of this Company?s professional
approach. Alongside this is evidence of their incredible finishes achieved, without exception. It works to promote open communication
and a range of ways are offered for clients to get in touch. This once again shows the Company?s dedication to appear helpful,
professional and friendly.
Since the formal launch of the website, floor sanding services for 1 Stop Floor Care have shown incredible growth. As floor restoration
and cleaning experts, they have been able to focus on what they love while growing naturally with increased site visits and enquiries.
They have heavily invested in the best available dustless sanding systems and other machinery in order to offer superior finishes.
They also work closely with Pallmann to provide hard-wearing and long-lasting finishes for their sanded wood floors.
Every element of the business is carefully considered to ensure they are being promoted in the best possible way. They have
developed a dynamic marketing strategy based around search engine optimisation of their new website. They prove consistently that
they are both driven and determined. This is solely based on their passion and commitment for what they do.
Ian Johnson, founder of 1 Stop Floor Care commented:
?We were so thrilled to announce the formal launch of our new floor sanding website. Design elements were carefully considered in
order to promote our business in the best way. We are extremely passionate about floor sanding and restoration. The success of the
website since its launch has proved this was all worthwhile. We look forward to continuing to monitor the website?s success and
identifying further growth in this industry.?
Every element of this business shows their desire to improve the standards and workmanship for the floor sanding industry. It is clear
that it takes time and investment in the correct machinery and products in order to achieve this. Their accomplishment is worthy of
celebration and they eagerly await the coming months to monitor further successes.
Further information is available at https://www.floorsandinglancashire.co.uk
To contact Ian, email info@1stopfloorcare.co.uk
###

About Floor Sanding Lancashire
We offer dust free wood floor sanding services throughout Lancashire. We specialise in domestic and commercial wood floor
cleaning, wood floor sanding, wood restoration and hard-wearing wood finishes. We are floor sanding experts professionally trained to
clean and protect all types of wood floors. Our customer?s positive experience in dealing with our Company is incredibly important;
we have a focus on customer care and delivering exceptional finishes.
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